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Older hands-on the Information Society Technologies 
Information Society Technologies (IST) 
 

Introduction 
“Inclusion” is a keyword in which the EU objective of establishing a Europe-wide 

Information Society is summed up. We must focus on this keyword, when 
designing new technological solutions as well as when defining policies and 
initiatives, at the local level as well, in order to guarantee access to all levels of 

society, including those that, whether rightly or wrongly, are considered weaker. 
Without keeping this focus clear in mind, unsuccessful integration and a widening 

of the “digital divide” will cause the “exclusion” of entire sectors of society from 
the social model, and a considerable impact on the quality of life, theirs and of all 
those who interact with them. 

 
Even though the widespread use of ICT is continuously increasing and the 

number of citizens benefiting from the services these offer is also growing 
continuously, it should be said that, up to now, over half of the population in 

Europe does not have access or are marginalized, for reasons of economics, 
geographical location, culture and age. 
 

The objective of having all citizens fully participating in the information society 
(e-inclusion) is reached through improving the possibility of accessing the 

products and services also in peripheral regions. If broadband connectivity must 
be available all over the EU territory, and the cost of it must decrease 
significantly, on the other hand, we need to diffuse and provide literacy in basic 

computer skills for those sectors of the population that because of their history, 
culture, age and geographical position would else tend to be excluded. 

 
In the years to come, IST will play the role of interpreting the need of cohesion 
of a society that tends to replace structured social gatherings with virtual 

communities, reducing the spatial and temporal limits of individuals.  
In order to examine which conditions can guarantee the participation, with equal 

dignity, of the growing quota of the elderly population, we must take into 
account how their profile has changed over time in relation to the stereotypes 
that still hold fast (e.g., the identification of old age with a model of inferiority, 

physical and cognitive, and the social image of a population that has withdrawn 
from the course of life). 

 
It is widely thought that senior citizens have greater difficulty in relating to new 
forms of technology and therefore are less inclined than young people to use 

them. This belief has often fed a sort of vicious circle that has resulted in 
designers not taking into account the characteristic needs of senior citizens in 

their targets and concentrating on the younger generations. Increasingly more 
complex functions are being made available that justify and exalt this attitude, 
but increasingly marginalize other potential users. If the adult sector simply 

overlooks the possibility of activating certain functions, most of the elderly sector 
of the population, faced with a complexity of options to which they are not 

culturally prepared, will simply refuse the object.  
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The two most important obstacles between older citizens and new technologies 

are the lack of psychological readiness to recognise the radical paradigmatic 
changes the Information Society is producing on everyone’s way of life, and the 

lack of adequate “computer literacy” instruments available, that cover the needs 
and respect the learning styles and preferences of the over 65’s. 
 

Unit description: Hands-on the Information Society Technologies 
[LISA.IST(it)] 

 
Rationale 
If we take into account the attitudes of older users face to ICT, it’s worth 

mentioning two of the most important factors, which can engender a handicap, 
i.e. a limitation of participation to (one or more) life situations, and which are 

directly related to learning and to how learning can take place, in order to be 
successful. 
 

When approaching a new technology, older users must unlearn many things 
more than younger users. First of all, that one key corresponds to exactly one 

function; as an example, many recent devices use “soft touch” or “skimming” 
keys, often associated with modal behaviour (i.e. the effect of a physical action 

like pressing a key doesn’t depend on the key itself, but also on the previous 
sequence of actions taken and/or on the duration of the action on it – this is very 
common in most mobile phones and in digital cameras). To unlearn that a key is 

immediately and univocally associated to a function represents a first, serious, 
difficulty. 

 
Elders are often affected by a progressive – even if slow – functional loss in 
perception as well as in cognitive and in motor function; this functional reduction 

tends to amplify the most typical problem with ergonomics of objects and 
systems. Because of the most common design approach, which is based on the 

identity “normality = full perceptual, motor and cognitive functionality”, most 
technologies can be fully used only by “perfect” specimen of the human kind. 
This represents the second serious obstacle between elders and technology. And 

the senior user must learn that it is not his/her fault, so that he/she will not give 
up the technology after the first unsuccessful attempts. 

 
Elders generally are afraid of making errors. This often comes out as the 
consequence of previous, more or less traumatic, experiences with unknown or 

unfit technologies. Moreover, many tools and devices demonstrate a 
“threatening” attitude to inexperienced users. Traditionally, software products 

reflect the techno centric vision of the world of their creators, and the messages 
they show to users can easily be interpreted as disdainful and arrogant. In ICT 
jargon, messages like “fatal error”, or “illegal entry” simply mean that something 

wrong happened, and that a program is going to end its normal processing 
abnormally. In the largest majority of cases, this can be solved by simply 

restarting the computer or the device. But for a older user, who doesn’t know 
this, and isn’t used to ICT jargon, the word “fatal” or illegal” are associated to 
death and to sanctions or jail. 

 
In most cases, elders have developed during their life strong and clear 

preferences (typically, at the antipodes, if compared to those of young ICT 
designers and developers). On the contrary, in a market-centred perspective, for 

an ICT tool to be “well designed” means to suit the liking of the social and 
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demographic group representing the dominant user model (typically young, or 

young-looking, intellectual worker, city-dweller). The concept itself of “user-
friendly” refers to this user model. And to be friendly to this kind of user can 

mean to be miles and miles away from being friendly to a older user. 
 
In the framework of the LENA Project, and of the design and development of a 

transnational empowerment curriculum for older learners, this unit focuses on 
IST, and more specifically on technologies for participation, as friendly devices 

and systems as a support to prolonged autonomy in everyday life. 
The unit mainly aims at establishing “emotional” relationship and “friendship” 
between technologies and older users, of “introducing technologies to elders” and 

vice-versa. 
 

The concrete aim of the unit on IST, is that of demystifying computers and of 
showing how ICT-based systems and devices can help people – including older 
users – to maintain participation and autonomy despite their functional skills are 

progressively declining. In one word: e-Inclusion. 
 

The above explains also why, in describing the unit and its component sessions, 
we refer to new technologies with the acronym IST (Information Society 

Technologies) and not with the more frequently used acronym ICT (Information 
and Communication Technologies). The focus is not on the technology, but on its 
use as a tool for taking part in the community life. 

 
Unit details: Information Society Technologies (IST) - Older hands-on the 

Information Society Technologies 
 
Unit duration: The unit is composed of 6 sessions, each made of 2 or 3 parts of 

2 hours each. Total duration of the unit: approx. 30 hours  
Considering a regular unit schedule, based on 2 meetings per week, the unit will 

extend over a period of approximately 2 months 
 
Nr. of participants: 6 to 10 per tutor/educator 

The most relevant characteristic of this unit is represented by a very high density 
of interaction, especially in parts 1 and 3. Qualitative and quantitative measures 

must be taken by the educator(s), so the participants-educators ration for this 
Unit must necessarily be kept low. 
 

Target group Older learners 
 

Contents 
The LISA.IST(it) unit is not meant as a vertical one, which is expected to explore 
in-depth, e.g., the use of the PC or of one or more PC applications, but as a 

horizontal one, aimed at helping them to have a taste of technology-based 
applications and services in a number of different situations, belonging to the 

following domains of every day’s life: 
 Political Life/Active Citizenship  
 Using private/public institutions web sites and services  

 Personal Finances  
 What can be bought online?  

 What can be paid online?  
 How? Credit Card types; PayPal and similar Relationship  

 Participating in groups/blogs/forums  
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 Leisure,  

 Health Care  
 Domestic Life Education 

 
Methodology 
From the point of view of the educational design, focus on participation, as well 

as the user-centred design used in the Focus Group work, result in turning 
upside down the traditional approach to ICT teaching/learning: 

1. teaching the basics of the individual technologies;  
2.  exploring relationships among different technologies and systems;  
3. moving the focus to actual use of the technology in one or more 

application domains. 
 

Instead, we will start from everyday life situations, in order to show how, in 
many different application domains, IST can help us. Technologies are only 
introduced with constant reference to specific real-life cases, each one being the 

focus for a unit session.  
 

Hands-on activities and simulations will be included in the unit and in the 
different session with a game-like approach, in order to let participants “play” 

with the technologies, and overcome the hostility barrier which usually stands 
between older ICT users and ICT themselves. 
This is a general approach, which will be implemented in different ways for 

different topics and tasks. Thus, the learning methodology is described in more 
detail with reference to each one of the sessions composing this unit. 

 
Resources 
Common technological equipment 

At least 1 PC for every 2 participants, with internet connection (ADSL at least) 
and with the usual internet and word processing software installed 

Co-browsing tool (e.g. sharing a web browser by means of MS Netmeeting or 
similar applications) 
Assistive technology interfaces (touch panels, adapted/emulated keyboards 

and/or mice, etc.) could be used, if necessary and if accepted by the participants 
needing them. 

Specific technological equipment, described in detail in the description of the 
related sessions (e.g. a rechargeable credit card will be necessary for the session 
dedicated to buying goods and services online) 

Human resources 
One or more educators, experienced in working with older learners 

One or more IST specialists 
 
Outcomes 

In general, the expected outcomes can be described as follow: 
MEASURABLE OUTCOME: 

 Higher performance in executing IST-mediated activities  
 Shorter execution time  
 Lower error rate  

 Enhanced navigation skills trough complex information structures (web 
sites)  

 Increased number of connections to the Internet per month  
 Increased number of online activities per month  

OBSERVABLE OUTCOMES 
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 Increased self-confidence when using new technologies  

 Change of attitude when discussing about technologies (“now I have used 
it! I know how to do that again! It is not a monster anymore”)  

 Willingness to try again  
 Willingness to learn more about IST, or to go more into depth with some 

specific topics or tools 

 
Assessment 

No prerequisites are required, except for the capability of pointing and clicking 
with a mouse or other pointing devices, and to type text on a keyboard. 
A session of interviews and use trials will be necessary, exclusively aimed at 

assessing the basic ability to use keyboards and mouse at an acceptable speed. 
 

If assistive technologies and alternative/augmentative input devices are 
available, also this minimal constraint could be (at least partially) released; e.g. 
if PC are equipped with touch-screens, then participants won’t need to be able to 

use a mouse. The ex-ante assessment session could then become unnecessary. 
 

In itinerary assessment is foreseen as a part of the module activities themselves; 
no formal assessment is obviously planned, but the tutor will record the 

success/unsuccessful of the activities for each participant and each unit, together 
with specific qualitative/quantitative performance information. 
 

It is important to remark that such recordings are not meant as tools for giving 
the older learners a score, but instead for measuring (as far as it is possible) the 

real outcomes of the learning experiences (and of the unit as a whole) in term of 
enhanced performance and self-confidence. 
The assessment results will thus be used as parameters for assessing the 

educational effectiveness of the module. 
 

Progression 
As a part of an empowerment learning programme, this unit is aimed at giving 
older technology users a taste of IST, providing them with a set of very basic 

operational skills and of basic knowledge through Hands-on activities. 
Thus, it should be considered a “teaser” experience, which should be able to 

trigger the interest in learning more about the use of the Information Society 
Technologies, with a different emotional approach to them. 
For this reason, the will to go on with learning about IST is included among the 

expected outcomes of the unit. 

 
Older hands-on the Information Society Technologies Information Society 

Technologies (IST) is a product of the Grundtvig EU project “LENA Learning in 
the post-professional phase” 11627 – CP – 1 – 2004 – AT – GRUNDTVIG – G1 
PHD Rosemarie Kurz was manager of GEFAS Steiermark and she was responsible for 

outcomes and contents of the project, Luca Oddeti from PISA / ITALI had been 

responsible for the content of the modul IST. 

 


